Connecting People with Places

Who are we?

Head office - Kent

We are a leading provider of effective and engaging
outdoor sign displays and furniture, established
in 1995 and offering a full service in design, print,
manufacture and installation. We produce creative
solutions that are designed specifically to engage
the target audience, meet the needs and objectives
of each stakeholder and enhance the environment
for which they are intended; overall delivering a
welcoming experience that is memorable, informative
and sympathetic to its surroundings.
Our creative division is the perfect think tank for
providing imaginative yet practical design solutions,
and our fully equipped workshops can realise the
production of any creative solution in wood, metal
and recycled plastic.

What do we do?
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Signs Displays
Monoliths

With its contemporary styling and flexible
messaging, dCipher™ will sit comfortably
in an urban or rural setting. Constructed
from stainless steel and available in a
brushed finish or fully powdercoated,
our monolith displays offer an affordable
solution with a modern twist.

Waltham Forest Council - Lloyd & Aveling Park

Signs Displays
Public Information

Our public information displays have
a wide range of applications including
welcome signs, orientation displays
and interpretation. We can work with
you to create a sign solution that will
attractively represent your brand, facility
or attraction while welcoming visitors
with clear information.

London Borough of Ealing – Pitshanger Park

Signs Displays
Lecterns

Our durable lectern style interpretation
displays are available in a range of
materials and styles to suit your purpose
and setting. This ever-popular sign
format presents interpretative information
at an angle designed to be easily
accessible to children and wheelchair
users as well as the general adult public
making lectern signs ideal for a wide
variety of applications.

City of London – Farthing Downs

Havering Borough Council – Havering, London
Signs Displays
Notice Boards

Our robust notice boards come in a
range of materials and formats with
single or multiple windows as needed.
All are designed and built with secure
locking systems as standard; so your
notice board will be as vandal-resistant
as we can make it.

Signs Displays
Badging Signs

Great for everything from play areas to parks, gateways to
visitor centres, our badging signs promote your brand and
location in a way that puts you in context with your attraction or
facility and promotes visitor awareness while at the same time
improving the experience of your visitors.

City of London – Burnham Beeches

Wayfinding
Fingerposts

St Albans City &
District Council –
Verulamium Park

Whether you are building a full
waymarking scheme from the ground
up or just looking to expand or refresh
your current site navigation, our sturdy
and robust fingerposts are the perfect
solution. We offer a wide range of
materials and colour finishes with
printing, engraving or casting options.

Wayfinding
Ladder Signs

Our durable ladder signs are perfect for assisting visitors in
navigating your site or attraction. Their stacked design allows
you to make best use of limited space without compromising
on design or message. We can make the slats fixed or
removable to allow you to change them if needed.

New Hall School
- Chelmsford

Wayfinding
Waymarking Posts

We can provide a complete waymarking
solution including waymarking posts,
discs and other trail markers, in a range of
materials and finishes to keep your visitors
on the right path. All our waymarking
products can be fully customised with
routed details and inset logo discs.

Zoological Society of London - London Zoo

Furniture
Benches

All our benches are manufactured to
the highest quality standards and are
designed to be robust and vandalresistant, so you can be sure of a
product that will last and last.
Choose from our range of standard
designs or contact us for more
information on our bespoke bench
design service, which can bring your
brand and theme to every aspect of
your facility or attraction.

Hertfordshire County Council - Ver Valley

Furniture
Litter Bins

Keep your venue clean by providing
plenty of bins for your visitors to
deposit their rubbish. Our litter bins are
designed for use in public open spaces
and are ideal for placement at high traffic
intersections, near concession stalls
or by entrances and exits to help keep
your site clean and tidy.
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